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ociety treats both realms as useful, applied fields, but that is not necessarily the case. The nineteenth-century
English mathematician George Boole is known primarily as the creator of two-valued algebra. What prompted
him to develop concepts that were completely useless in his day? He could never have foreseen that he was
laying the foundation for binary logic, nowadays used in every single computer.
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What is the difference between a painting and a scientific discovery? As the artist Adam Wsiołkowski puts
it, a scientist discovers existing entities, while a painter as if resurrects entities out of non-existence. Science
and art need to pay more heed to one another, to be sure. For instance, such a lack of artistic sensitivity on
the part of architects and town planners led us to pave over city squares and deprive them of greenery and
water, so that now they need to revitalized. But what is the difference between science and art, and what
do they have in common? It is into these and similar questions that we delve in this issue of Academia
magazine.
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Jellyfish chandeliers
Bioluminescence is the ability of living organisms to emit light without producing heat. The GFP protein, discovered to be
responsible for bioluminescence in jellyfish, has been harnessed in futuristic projects, such as genetic modification of trees
to light up cities. GFP is also used as a marker in genetics research and medicine. This art installation at the “Przemiany” Festival
at the Copernicus Science Center was made of thousands of tubes that form biomorphic forms. A green fluorescent protein was
used to create a glowing effect. The experiment shows the amazing potential of nature.
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